
Radial Products

Radial is the market leader in direct box and Reamp technology 
and is quickly gaining as the go-to manufacturer for mic splitters, 
audio signal switchers and more recently, as  a force in the exciting 
new world of 500 series racks and modules. Sound quality, 
comprehensive features and exceptional durability are the 
cornerstones that have made Radial popular with the most 
demanding artists around the globe.
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Passive-DI Boxes

Radial is the world's leader in passive DI box technology with lower noise, less distortion and greater signal handling. These are 
available in various configurations with choice of custom wound Radial transformers or some of the world's finest audio transformers. All 
Radial DI boxes are made to handle the most abusive touring environment and are optimized for low noise using RF filters, full ground 
plane PCB layouts, and internal mu-metal shielding. Radial the world's finest passive direct box!

JDI™ Passive Direct Box

1 Jensen Transformer equipped passive DI
2 Eliminates hum and buzz from ground loops
3 Virtually zero phase & harmonic distortion
4 Exceptional signal handling and noise rejection

The Radial JDI is a phase coherent, passive direct box employing a nickel laminated Jensen™ audio 
transformer with virtually zero phase distortion, huge dynamics handling and ruler flat response from 10Hz 
to 40kHz. The Radial JDI™ is quite simply the world's finest passive direct box. With its heavy-duty steel 
shell and internal I-beam construction, the JDI is designed to work dependably for years in even the 
harshest of touring environments. Ideal for keyboards, bass and acoustic instruments of all kinds, the JDI 
Duplex™ and JD6™ are also available for stereo and multi-channel applications.

___________________________

ProDI™ Passive Direct Box

1 Compact passive direct box for stage and studio
2 Able to handle huge transients without distortion
3 Transformer isolation eliminates noisy ground loops
4 Plug and play easy to use feature set - on stage or in the studio

The Radial ProDI is a professional grade passive direct box that employs the same high quality audio 
transformer used in the ProD2, ProAV1, ProAV2 and ProD8. Designed to be 'plug and play' easy to use, 
the ProDI supports a standard feature set that is ideally suited for live touring, yet equally effective for the 
studio. It is able to withstand exceptional signal levels while delivering a clean, natural tone with minimal 
distortion of all types.

___________________________

StageBug™ SB-2 Passive Direct Box

1 Passive DI for bass, acoustic and keyboard
2 Ultra compact to fit in your guitar case
3 Plug & play easy to use feature set
4 Transformer isolation eliminates noise

The Radial SB-2 is a compact passive direct box that is designed primarily for buffered sources such as 
active acoustic guitar, keyboard and electric bass. A unique stereo-to-mono merge function enhances 

functionality by enabling stereo keyboards to be connected and mixed mono to save channels in the PA. Upon testing, the SB-2 
exhibits exceptionally linear response and low distortion throughout the desired operating range, proving that size does not 
necessarily follow performance! The compact design provides the traveling musician with a quality direct box that can be 
depended upon for the most demanding club gigs.

___________________________

StageBug™ SB-5 Laptop DI

1 Stereo direct box for laptop computer
2 Integral 1.5m cable with sidewinder cleat
3 Transformer isolation eliminates noise
4 Plug & play easy to use – no power required

The Radial Stage Bug SB-5 Laptop is a stereo direct box designed to easily integrate with laptop 
computers and other audio sources that employ a mini 3.5mm (1/8" TRS) connector. It features an 
integral cable and storage cleat for easy deployment. inside, the passive design features two 
custom transformers that perform the balancing and impedance conversion. Transformer isolation 

benefits by eliminating hum and buzz caused by ground loops. Although remarkably compact and 
affordable, the SB-5 produces a exceptionally linear response with almost zero phase shift and less than 0.2% distortion at all 
frequencies. This makes the Stage Bug SB-5 an excellent choice for audio playback via PA systems, audio-visual integration and 
portable DJ setups.
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Active-DI Boxes

J48™ Phantom Powered Active Direct Box

1 Ultra low distortion of all types
2 Exceptional headroom & dynamic range
3 Retains instrument's natural sound
4 Powered by 48V phantom

The Radial J48 has gained a tremendous following through the professional audio community. With 
significantly more headroom, lower distortion and unmatched durability, it is no wonder that the J48 has 
become the most specified direct box on stages around the world. As you will note with the specifications 
below, the J48 is exceptionally linear when tested both under laboratory conditions and when placed under 
the extra stress of 100 meters (300 feet) of cable. In the lab, the high frequency response actually exceeds 
40kHz! This makes the J48 a perfect candidate for the most demanding studio recording while being the 
obvious choice for the artist on stage.

___________________________

Pro48™ Active Direct Box

1 High performance active direct box
2 Increased dynamic range and headroom
3 48V phantom powered with switching supply
4 Ideal for acoustic guitar and bass

The Radial Pro48 is a high performance direct box based upon our Radial J48 - a standard on professional 
tours around the globe. The Pro48's smaller footprint force tighter part placement which in turn makes the 
circuit design more challenging. Yet the resulting tests prove that the Pro48 is able to stand up to other direct 
boxes costing significantly more. Low distortion and super quiet, the Pro48 is easily the best 48V phantom 
powered active direct box in its price category made today.

___________________________

Radial JDV™ Active Super Direct Box

1 100% discrete class-A active direct box
2 Feed forward design – no negative feedback
3 Drag Control load correction for natural tone
4 Huge 30-Volt rails for exceptional headroom

The Radial JDV is unlike any other direct box made today. The absence of phase cancelling negative 
feedback combined with 100% discrete class-A electronics results in an astonishing clarity that is 
unmatched. The trade off is of course a slight reduction in signal to noise. The benefits however result in 
a warm cascade of even harmonics that will please even the most demanding audiophile.

___________________________

Firefly Tube Direct Box

1 Class-A front end drives 12AX7 tube stage
2 Two inputs with separate gain & remote switching
3 Drag Control load correction for optimal tone
4 Variable high-pass filter to eliminate resonance

The Radial Firefly is a high output tube direct box designed for stage and studio. It 
combines Radial's award winning zero negative feedback class-A front end with the 
warmth and character of a 12AX7 tube drive circuit and Radial's legendary transformer 
coupled output.

The Firefly features A and B instrument inputs with easy access level controls to 
accelerate instrument changes on stage. This enables the artist to switch between two 
different instruments and deliver a consistent signal to the PA system and on-stage amp. 

Switching can be done via the front panel or with the optional JR2 remote control. This connects to the Firefly using a balanced cable 
and adds a mute function for quiet on-stage adjustments.

___________________________

Radial StageDirect muting DI box
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1 Active DI with footswitch mute & tuner out
2 Silently switch instruments on stage without noise
3 Eliminates feedback when instrument is not in use
4 Remote control lets stage tech perform switching

The Radial StageDirect is an active direct box that combines a class-A input buffer with state-of-the-
art electronics to perform impedance matching and balancing. This results in a near-perfect 
frequency response from 20Hz to 20kHz with less than 1dB deviation. The StageDirect employs an 
isolated instrument throughput that helps eliminate hum and buzz caused by ground loops. This also 
enables the StageDirect to be used with either phantom power or an external 15VDC supply. The 

StageDirect is unique in that it may be muted using a local footswitch or remotely controlled via an external momentary switch.
___________________________

Radial PZ-DI Orchestral Instrument DI

1 Optimized for orchestral instruments on a live stage
2 Adjustable load for piezo and magnetic pickups
3 Variable low-cut filter to control bass resonance
4 48V phantom powered, does not require batteries

The Radial PZ-DI is an active direct box that has been optimized for use with acoustic instruments. It boasts 
an 'always on' high-pass filter that delivers an exceptionally linear response from 40Hz to 20kHz with less 
than 0.05% distortion when used with instrument level sources. And with noise levels -125dB below the 
normal operating level, PZ-DI rivals the very best studio preamps made today. The innovative ground lifting 
scheme enables pin-1 audio ground to be lifted without cutting off 48V phantom, thus enabling the J48 to be 
used without reverting to batteries.. The Radial PZ-DI may well be the most versatile 48 volt phantom 

powered direct box made today.
___________________________

StageBug™ SB-1 Active Acoustic DI

1 Active direct box for acoustic guitar
2 Ultra compact to fit in your guitar case
3 Plug & play easy to use feature set
4 48V phantom powered, no batteries needed!

The Radial StageBug SB-1 Acoustic is a super compact direct box that is designed primarily for acoustic 
guitars. As evident with the tests below, the compact size and streamlined feature set should in no way 

equate to lesser audio quality. The SB-1 delivers an exceptionally linear frequency response, virtually zero 
phase shift, and less than 0.005% distortion at all frequencies making the SB1 an ideal interface for all instruments.

___________________________

StageBug™ SB-4 Piezo DI

1 Active DI optimized for piezo transducers
2 Smoothes out peaks, eliminates squawk
3 High pass filter eliminates resonance
4 Ultra compact to fit in your guitar case

The Radial StageBug SB-4 is an active direct box that has been optimized for use with piezo electric 
transducers such as used on classical guitar, violin, mandolin and upright bass. It features a high 5-meg-
ohm input impedance that at once broadens the frequency response while reducing the peaks and 

squaw that are commonly encountered with piezo devices. This is augmented with a high pass filter that 
gently rolls off excessive bass. The unique AUX output is buffered to enable high impedance sources to feed pedals and 
amplifiers without interacting with the input impedance. Extra attention has been paid to the circuit design to ensure exceptional 
performance resulting in less than 0.01% distortion throughout the critical listening range and a noise floor that approaches 
-100dB. These features combine to make the Radial StageBug SB-4 a excellent solution for orchestral and acoustic instruments 
of all types.

___________________________
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JDX™ Reactor™ Guitar Amp Direct Box

1 Captures the sound of the head and the cabinet
2 Delivers consistent tone show after show
3 Works equally well on electric guitar and bass
4 Great for recording direct without a mic

The Radial JDX is a direct box that sits between the head and cabinet as if part of the circuit. The intent here 
is not to produce a faithful reproduction of the signal path, but to combine the signal path with carefully 
crafted filters to create a 'real world working sound' that engineers can count on for show-to-show 
consistency. The JDX works equally well on guitar as s does on bass and is able to withstand tremendous 
signal levels without concern.

___________________________

JPC™ Computer Direct Box

1 Easy to use stereo interface for laptop computers
2 Active signal path with transformer isolation
3 Eliminates hum and buzz common to PCs
4 Full connector options set for easy interface

The JPC is a stereo consumer to mic level interface that offers a myriad of input connector options to 
simplify interfacing your computer, DVD/CD, MP3 player or other consumer audio device with the world of 
balanced professional audio equipment. As with all Radial products, tremendous attention has been paid to 
quality construction and delivering exceptional audio performance while eliminating noise.

___________________________

J33™ Turntable Direct Box

1 Combination RIAA Phono preamp and DI box
2 Stereo RCA, ¼" TRS, 3.5mm and XLR outputs
3 Built -in low frequency rumble filter
4 Choice of 48V phantom or DC supply

The Radial J33 is a combination stereo phono preamp and direct box designed for dynamic cartridges. 
Careful attention has been paid to delivering a smooth sounding RIAA transfer curve while keeping noise 
down to the absolute minimum for the noise-prone world of 33 RPM long-play records. Both unbalanced 
consumer line level and balanced mic level outputs are supported.

___________________________

USB-Pro

1. Easily connect your USB device to a PA system
2. Automatically configures itself - no drivers needed
3. Headphone out to monitor stereo signal
4. Handles up to 24-Bit / 96Khz

The Radial USB-Pro Digital Direct Box makes it easy to connect your computer, iPad, or iPod to a 
PA system. You simply connect via the USB port and the USB-Pro delivers stereo balanced outputs 
via the dual XLR connectors. Extra features include a built-in headphone amp that lets you monitor 
the signal from your PC using standard ear-buds. A variable level control adjusts the output and 
headphone levels. And with a mono sum you can quickly mix stereo tracks to one for easy 
manipulation.

___________________________
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Re-amping
Reamping is one of the most exciting and creative aspects of recording. This is where you can get down to work and use your creative 
juices to come up with new sounds that will attract attention and set your music apart. Radial leads the world in Reamping technology 
with a variety of tools for every level of user. 

Recording historian Doug Mitchell, Associate Professor at Middle Tennessee State University:

Les Paul and Phil Spector

"With the possibilities presented by magnetic recording the process of what might be termed re-amping was utilized in other 'pop' 
music areas. Perhaps the first person to take advantage of the process was Les Paul. His recordings with Mary Ford often utilized 
multiple harmonies all performed by Mary. Initially these harmonies were performed with the re-amping process. Later, Les 
convinced Ampex to make the first 8 track recorder so that he might utilize track comping to perform a similar function. Les is also 
credited with the utilization of the re-amping process for the creation of reverberant soundfields by placing a loudspeaker at one 
end of a long tunnel area under his home and a microphone at the other end. Reverberation time could be altered with the 
placement of the microphone with respect to the loudspeaker playing back previously recorded material."

"Wall of sound pioneer Phil Spector is perhaps the most widely accredited for the use of the Reamping process and because of his 
association with the Beatles, is potentially regarded today as the developer of the process. However, Phil was actually refining a 
process, which had been utilized for decades, and exploring its possibility for use in rock music."

"The process of Reamping is often used in film sound design as well. In order for sounds recorded in a post production 
environment to match the scene, it is common for them to be re-recorded utilizing Reamping procedure. In film sound this process 
is also termed 'worldizing'. The history of first use of the term 're-amping' is vague. It may have come into the recordist's vocabulary 
as early as the late 1960's, but I am not sure when the term was first utilized reamping." 

Reamping comes of age

We then contacted Roger Nichols (Steely Dan, Crosby Stills and Nash, John Denver, Roy Orbison, Zappa) and when posed the 
question: "Roger, I know you have been Reamping for a while, when did you start using this process?"

Roger Nichols: "That would be 1972 when I built the Reamper™ we used on the first and almost every Steely Dan album after that. 
We used it to play direct guitar tracks back through an amp. We were going through a lot of amps. The speakers would get tired or 
the tubes would melt or something during a night of guitar overdubs. We would go through one amp to make sure we got the sound 
we wanted, and then when the right guitar and settings were locked in, we recorded the direct signal and let the amp rest. After the 
part was completed, we ran the signal back through the guitar amp and it only had to last long enough to print the results to tape. I 
still have the box around here somewhere."
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X-Amp® Active Re-Amplifier
USA Patent No. 6.005.950 

1 Active Reamp® with two outputs
2 100% discrete class-A signal path
3 Transformer isolated to eliminate noise
4 Variable 'set & forget' level control

The Radial X-Amp is a high performance active Reamp designed to smoothly interface a pre-recorded guitar 
signal to a guitar amplifier. Careful attention has been applied to gently roll off the high end so that the 
brightness of the recorder is softened for a more natural rendering. Designed to reproduce typical guitar levels 
below -10dBu, the X-Amp delivers remarkable performance with very little distortion or self noise.

___________________________

Reamp® JCR™ Studio Reamper
USA Patent No. 6.005.950 

1 Lets you re-record tracks through a guitar or bass amp
2 Original Reamp circuit designed by John Cuniberti
3 Plug and play easy to use passive design
4 Improves productivity while expanding creative options

The Reamp JCR is the latest rendition of the original Reamp V.2 that was developed by John Cuniberti. 
Careful attention has been paid to ensure the sound and performance is faithful to the original. The heart of 
the beast is a custom made audio transformer that unbalances the signal and shifts the impedance. Key 
specifications are, of course, the frequency curve and phase response. For reference, we have also provided 

a comparison between the original Reamp and the new Radial JCR.
___________________________

ProRMP™ Reamp®

USA Patent No. 6.005.950 

1 Play pre-recorded tracks through amps and pedals
2 On board level control for fine tuning amp level
3 Transformer isolated to eliminate buzz and hum
4 Opens the door to creative new tones and textures

The Radial ProRMP Reamp is a transformer coupled passive device designed to take a balanced line level 
signal and convert it so that it can drive the high input impedance of a guitar amplifier. As a passive device, it 
does not amplify the signal in any way. Critical to the performance is the frequency response and low distortion.  
The ProRMP is perfectly suited for Reamping and warming the balanced output of a wireless system.

___________________________
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Switchers
Radial offers a wide array of switchers that can be used to select, split and remotely control a variety of signals such as hi-Z guitar, low-
Z microphone, line level signals or provide contact closures. Some feature 'true-bypass' switching to transfer the signal without buffers 
while others employs advance buffering to ensure optimal signal transfer without artefact. All are made to the very highest standards to 
handle the rigours of professional touring.

JD7 Injector™ - Guitar Distro & Splitter
Part No. R800 7000

1 Drive up to 7 amps and effects at the same time
2 100% discrete class-A buffers with Jensen Transformer 

isolation
3 Built-in Radial DI with multi-out Reamping™ capabilities
4 Drag control load correction for natural sound

The Radial JD7 Injector is a guitar signal splitter that is able to drive 
as many as seven amplifiers at the same time and do so without the 

noise that often plagues most systems.  The Radial JD7 is a combination distribution amplifier, direct box and Reamp. As such there 
are a myriad of specifications that one may look at when determining suitability. The Radial JD7 incorporates 100% discrete parts, 
class-A circuitry and Jensen audio transformers in the guitar signal path to deliver near perfect unity gain with plenty of headroom and 
low noise. The fidelity of the audio and 'feel' can only truly be judged by plugging it in and closing your eyes!

___________________________

Radial JX44 Air Control™ Guitar Signal Manager
Part No. R800 6500

1 Control as many as 4 guitars and 6 amps at once
2 Programmable with remote control for pedalboard
3 Built in Radial DI box, SGI line driver and X-Amp
4 Transformer isolated to eliminate ground loops

The Radial JX44 Air Control is a guitar signal manager designed for the most demanding 
professional concert stages where wireless guitar systems, acoustics, effects and multiple 
amplifiers are used simultaneously.  The Radial JX44 is a combination guitar input 
selector, signal distribution amplifier, effects router, direct box and Reamper. With so many  
ins and outs, it is somewhat difficult to break down the specifications as each of these 
functions serve a purpose on their own. Given the fact that the JX44 combines 5 devices 
at once, for the live touring tech the single most significant spec may well be noise. The 
JX44 does an exemplary job at keeping noise levels down.

___________________________

SGI™ Studio Guitar Interface System
Part no. R800 1600

1 Balanced line driver for guitars and bass
2 Send signal over 100 meters (300 feet) without loss
3 100% discrete class-A with Drag Control™
4 Delivers pure sound without artefact

The Radial SGI is a high performance line driver that takes an unbalanced guitar signal and allows you to drive 
it as far as 100 meters (300ft) without noise. In the studio, it allows the guitarist to sit in the control room and 
connect to a distant guitar amp. On stage, the SGI can be used to play the guitar amp using off-stage isolation 

cabinets or be used to manage guitar signals to and from wireless systems, pedalboards and amplifiers.

The SGI consists of two boxes: the SGI-TX transmitter and the SGI-RX receiver. The connection between the TX and RX is made using 
a standard balanced XLR microphone cable. To use, you simply plug your guitar into the SGI-TX input and connect your amp from the 
SGI-RX output and you are set to go. The SGI does all of the balancing, buffering and impedance matching for you.

___________________________
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Splitters
Radial manufactures a variety of signal splitters that are optimized for microphones, instruments and line level devices and configured 
in a variety of formats for single or multi-channel use. These can often be passive devices that do not require power or actively buffered 
devices that are used to drive the signal when needed. In each case, great care is applied to ensure the quality of the signal is 
maintained throughout.

JS2/JS3™ Passive Microphone Splitter

1 Jensen transformer-equipped for optimal signal transfer
2 Choice of 2-way or 3-way designs for extra flexibility
3 Compact design , up to 8 may be rack mounted in J-Rak
4 Ultra rugged 14-gauge steel construction for added durability

The Radial JS2 and JS3 are high performance balanced mic level splitters that let you 
to split a signal and feed multiple destinations at the same time. Typical applications 
include splitting a signal in the studio to feed more than one preamp, feeding a stage 
mic to more than one mixing console, or even splitting the signal to a live PA during a 
broadcast event.

___________________________

ProMS2™ Passive Microphone Splitter

1 High performance Eclipse transformer for optimal signal transfer
2 Equipped with direct, isolated and auxiliary outputs for 3-way split
3 May be rack-mounted in the J-Rak for multi-channel use
4 Rugged 14-gauge steel construction for added durability and 

shielding
The Radial ProMS2 is a high performance mic splitter that accepts a balanced microphone signal and sends it to three outputs 
simultaneously. As a passive device, there is no need for power – you merely plug in and the ProMS2 automatically springs to life to 
deliver pristine audio without artifact or color.

___________________________

OX8™ Eight Channel 3-way Splitter

1 Balanced 8-channel mic splitter in single space 19" frame
2 Eliminates hum and buzz caused by ground loops
3 Available with either Radial or Jensen transformers
4 Ideally suited for live recording, PA and broadcast

The Radial OX8 is a high-performance 8-channel microphone splitter that lets you 
send a microphone signal to as many as three consoles at the same time. Each 
channel is configured with a balanced input, a direct out which also serves as a 
return path for 48V phantom power, a thru-put with ground lift switch and a 
transformer isolated output.

The OX8 is particularly well suited for live recording by delivering a transformer 
isolated audio signal path to the recording system while providing direct feeds to the front of house and monitor consoles. Transformer 
isolation eliminates hum and buzz cause by ground loops for ultra quiet results.

For maximum flexibility, several connector options are available. Inputs may be accessed via the front panel, using standard XLRs, or 
the rear panel, with a choice of either 25 pin D-subs (wired to the Tascam standard) or Euro screw-down terminal connectors (Note: 
Wire-end terminal blocks are sold separately). Outputs include D-subs and Euro connectors, which are also located on the rear panel. 
These make it easy to connect to popular multi-track recording systems while providing easy termination for permanent installations.

___________________________

Radial Lx8™ Line level signal splitter and isolator

1 8-channel line level signal splitter & isolator
2 Up to +18dB signal handling without distortion
3 Jensen Transformers for optimal signal transfer
4 Equipped with D-Sub and screw-down connectors

The Radial LX8 is a passive line level isolator designed specifically to manage 
balanced signals in professional audio systems. Applications include splitting a line 
level source between two destinations or simply isolating devices to eliminate the 
hum and buzz caused by ground loops.
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Interfaces
Radial is an interface company. Our job is to act as the liaison between various pieces of equipment and ensure the signal is 
transferred from one device to the other without introducing noise, distortion or artifact of any kind. Years of experience has proven that 
this can sometimes be best achieved using passive devices, while in certain cases, active devices are best. And then sometimes, 
combining both passive and active circuits can deliver the best results.

Twin-Iso™ Two Channel Signal Isolator

1 Two channel balanced line level isolator
2 Jensen Transformers for optimal signal transfer
3 Up +24dB signal handling without distortion
4 Eliminates hum and buzz caused by ground loops

The Radial Twin-Iso is a high performance two channel balanced line-level isolator for professional touring, sound 
installation, broadcast and studio that provides isolation between various pieces of audio equipment such as 
consoles, amp racks, remote towers and recorders as a means of eliminating hum and buzz caused by ground 
loops.
Central to the Twin-Iso are two world-renowned Jensen audio transformers. These high performance devices are 
exceptionally linear at all frequencies and are capable of handling as much as +24dB without distortion to ensure 

absolute signal integrity is retained no matter what the program material.
___________________________

J-ISO & Pro-ISO Stereo +4dB to -10dB converters

1 Converts balanced line level signals to unbalanced
2 Stereo signal path with set & forget level control
3 Transformer isolated to eliminate hum & buzz
4 J-Iso features Jensen™ transformers for optimal signal path

The Radial J-Iso and Pro-Iso are stereo line isolators designed to convert a professional +4dB line level 
balanced signal to an unbalanced -10dB consumer level device. This enables you to take the balanced output 
of a mixer and feed a consumer level recorder or audio input on a computer.

J-Iso: The J-Iso employs a premium Jensen transformer for optimal signal transfer to minimize distortion and 
artefact. Full bandwidth performance makes the J-Iso ideal for music production.

Pro-Iso: The Pro-Iso employs a more cost effective transformer that focuses the energy in the voice range. This 
makes the Pro-Iso a great choice for sermons, news gathering and spoken voice.

___________________________

J+4™ Balanced -10dB to +4dB Signal Driver

1 Stereo preamp boosts signals to +4dB balanced line level
2 Increases gain for low output instruments & music players
3 Transformer isolated to eliminate noise caused by ground loops
4 Plenty of connector options - Plug and play easy to use

The Radial J+4 is a stereo interface designed to accept unbalanced low output level devices such as 
instruments, computers or CD players and boost the signal to a balanced +4dB level for easy manipulation in 

professional environments such as broadcast, recording studios and live touring.

The design begins with 100% discrete components for optimal signal transfer. Careful attention has been paid to eliminate 
noise by combining the advantages of active signal buffering with transformer isolation. The J+4 delivers better than 95dB signal to 
noise while ensuring hum and buzz caused by ground loops along with spurious noise from clocking does not pollute the signal path. 
For ease of use, controls have been kept to a minimum. This includes a stereo level control, a high pass (low cut) filter and ground lift. 
The choice of input connectors include a stacked set of ¼`` jacks for DJ mixers or keyboards, RCAs for CD players and a mini 3.5mm 
for iPods.

___________________________

H-Amp™- Headphone Driver

1 Connect your headphones to any loudspeaker
2 Run a series of headphones from one amplifier
3 100% passive - does not require any local powering
4 Cost effective monitoring solution for large orchestras

The Radial H-Amp allows you to connect multiple headphones to a power amplifier or in-line with a loudspeaker 
such as a wedge monitor or PA cabinet. You simply connect the output from the amp or the parallel through 
connection from the loudspeaker and the H-Amp converts the signal to safely supply your headphones.
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Switchers
Radial offers a wide array of switchers that can be used to select, split and remotely control a variety of signals such as hi-Z guitar, low-
Z microphone, line level signals or provide contact closures. Some feature 'true-bypass' switching to transfer the signal without buffers 
while others employs advance buffering to ensure optimal signal transfer without artefact. All are made to the very highest standards to 

handle the rigors of professional touring.

SW8™ Auto-Switcher

1 Switch between two playback systems automatically
2 Expandable 'link' with remote control contact closure
3 Balanced or unbalanced mic and line level operation
4 Transformer isolated DI output on each channel

The Radial SW8 is an 8 channel auto-switcher that allows you to 
set up a redundant backup system by automatically switching 
between two sources such as a pair of digital recorders, computers 
or network systems.

Designed primarily for live concerts and stage shows where 
backing tracks are used for orchestration, vocals and sound effects, 

SW8 employs an adjustable gate to detect a machine malfunction and automatically switch to a second 'backup' machine to deliver a 
seamless performance. One merely records a steady state signal on a track and feeds it to the SW8. Should the signal drop, the SW8 
will automatically switch to the B system and 'sound' an alarm. Switching can also be performed manually via the front panel A~B 
switch, a rear access latching switch or by using the optional Radial JR2 footswitch. For larger systems, multiple SW8s may be linked 
together to create 16, 24 or 32 track systems.

___________________________

Radial MC3 Monitor Controller

1 Passive studio monitor switcher with headphone amp
2 Control two sets of monitors and sub woofer
3 Mono sum for AM radio compatibility and phase check
4 Individual 'set & forget' controls to fine tune levels

The Radial MC3 monitor controller is a studio tool that enables the engineer to quickly select 
between reference monitors, sub woofer or headphones and compare how the mix translates via 
various playback systems. Unique to the MC3 is the ability to quickly sum mono for AM radio 
compatibility.

And while most monitor switchers are active the MC3 is 100% passive. This means that unlike 
active switchers that introduce a buffered electronic circuit in between your recording system and monitors, the MC3 delivers straight 
wire performance. This eliminates coloration and distortion for more accurate monitoring.

___________________________

Radial Gold Digger 4-Channel Mic Selector

1 Four selectable inputs with trim adjusts
2 Straight wire distortion-free signal path
3 Will not introduce color or artifact
4 Increases artist's confidence when recording

The Gold Digger is a 4-channel mic selector that enables the engineer to quickly compare the 
sound of four different microphones while sharing the same preamp. A 'straight wire' passive 
circuit design is void of any audio buffers or transformers. Instead, the Gold Digger employs 
military grade gold contact relays to manage the switching process, thus ensuring the pristine mic 
signal is maintained without introducing color, distortion or artefact of any kind.

Features include four rear-mounted XLR-F mic inputs plus an XLR-m output to feed the preamp. To eliminate bleed between 
microphones, each channel is equipped with a 'radio style' selector switch that ensures only one mic is on at a time. The external 
supply provides power for the LED indicators, charges the relays and enables the Gold Digger to generate 48 volt phantom which can 
be turned on or off for each mic as needed.
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Radial Cherry Picker Studio Preamp Selector

1 Select the best mic & preamp combination
2 Passive 'straight wire' color-free signal path
3 Built-in 48V phantom power for condenser mics
4 Improve the workflow efficiency in your studio

The Radial Cherry Picker is a unique tool designed to improve efficiency and workflow in the 
studio by simplifying the process of matching the best preamp with a microphone for a given 
track. This is most often done when recording vocals. This improves the sonic character of the 
track and provides the vocalist with a more comfortable sound, which in turn allows for a better 
performance.

Four front panel 'radio style' selector switches select the active preamp while automatically 
disconnecting the mic from the others. Completely passive and 100% discrete, the Cherry Picker features a 'straight wire' signal path. 
There is no active circuitry whatsoever in between the mic signal and the preamp. The audio signal switching is performed by a series 
of military-grade gold contact sealed relays for zero coloration and distortion to ensure a fair and honest comparison between preamps.

___________________________

HotShot™ DM-1 Stage Mic Toggle

1 Redirects mic signal to communicate with techs
2 Lets band members with in-ear monitors chat between songs
3 Momentary switch requires foot action to engage
4 Passive design does not require any power to work

Designed to address on-stage communication problems for artists who employ in-ear monitoring 
systems, the HotShot™ DM1 is a combination microphone signal splitter and mute switch that allows you to depress a footswitch to 
mute your mic and redirect the signal to the stage monitoring system or intercom to speak with band members or technicians while on 
stage.

___________________________

HotShot™ ABo Line Ouput Selector

1 Redirect a balanced signal to two different destinations
2 Toggle or mute the source with a latching footswitch
3 Selectable input pads to better match signal levels
4 Made from 14 gauge steel for dependability

The HotShot ABo is a balanced output selector switch that lets you take an audio source and redirect 
it to two destinations by depressing a latching footswitch. It features separate -15dB pads on each 
output to better balance the signal levels. And since it is completely passive, powering is not required 
to make it work.

___________________________

HotShot™ ABi Balanced footswitch selector

1 Quickly select between two balanced XLR sources
2 Toggle or mute the source with a latching footswitch
3 Selectable input pad to better match signal levels
4 Heavy duty 14 gauge steel construction for dependability

The HotShot ABi is a balanced signal selector that allows you to instantly select between two sources 
by depressing a latching footswitch. It features separate -15dB input pad selectors on each input to 
better balance the signal levels. And since it is completely passive, power is not required to make it 
work.

___________________________
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Effects
Radial manufactures a wide array of effects for studio and live touring plus of course our wide selection of Tonebone effects pedals for 
guitars and bass. We also offer various interface devices such as the EXTC that enable effects of all types to be brought into the signal 
chain. All are made to the highest quality standards for lowest distortion and designed to help eliminate noise.

Phazer™ Class-A Phase Adjuster

1 Time align two signals for exceptional clarity
2 100% analogue, does not 'step' like digital delay
3 Low-pass filter lets you focus the effect
4 Once you try it, you will never mix without

Discussing 'specs' with the Phazer is - in all practical senses - impossible. Shifting phase is in 
fact adding a form of distortion to the signal path. Unlike others that shift the phase in the digital 
domain or employ electronic chips to do the task, the Phazer is 100% discrete and designed to 
sound warm. The only way to really evaluate the performance is by listening to the Phazer. The 
Radial Phazer is a true analogue phase adjustment tool.

Also available as four (4) Phazer units in a 19 inch rack - The 
Phazerbank™

___________________________

EXTC-SA Guitar Effects Interface

1 Balanced interface for guitar effects pedals
2 Separate send & receive controls optimize signal path
3 Transformer isolation helps eliminate ground loops
4 Creative tool helps your mix stand out from the rest

The Radial EXTC-SA™ is a stand-alone audio interface that lets you incorporate guitar effects 
into the realm of pro-audio recording. Just imagine" add a touch of grit to a vocal track, some 
wah on a kick drum, maybe flange a violin"The EXTC is a creative tool made for your esoteric-
inventive side, ready to unleash fresh new sounds that will make your recordings stand out from 
the crowd.

___________________________

Voco-Loco Effects Switcher for Voice or Instrument

1 Add guitar effects pedals to vocals or instruments
2 Create exciting and unique effects as you perform
3 Turn on multiple effects using one footswitch
4 Works with either dynamic or condenser microphones

The Voco-Loco is a foot-controlled effects loop that enables the lead vocalist, sax or trumpet 
player to incorporate guitar effects pedals into the signal path, just like an electric guitarist adds 
effects for soloing.  The Radial Voco-Loco is in fact a studio quality preamp that has been 
carefully disguised as a foot pedal! One look at the linear frequency response, exceptional 
signal handling and low noise and you will recognize the studio quality that is built-in. This 
ensures that the dry microphone signal will be delivered to the PA system without distortion or 

artefact and faithfully reproduce the instrument or vocal without compromise. A carefully crafted 2-band EQ makes adjusting the tone 
effortless. Turning on the effects loop adds transformer isolation to reduce hum and buzz caused by ground loops, a common problem 
that plagues many pedal setups. Once the loop is brought back, a tone control lets you tame the effects signal and a dry-wet mix 
control lets you balance the signal to suit.

___________________________
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